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of austerity, racism and war offered by 
previous governments - socialism.
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revolutionary solution to the exploitation 
and conflict inherent in the capitalist 
system.
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needs of the millions, not the millionaires.
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s tand for international solidarity and 
cooperation.
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campaign for a democratic Labour party, 
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3EDITORIAL  ·

the uk is at a crossroads in its relationship 
to the rest of the world, and so is our party. 
Immigrants and free movement are being 
scapegoated by a political and economic 
elite that is subjecting ordinary people 
to cuts and austerity. During the greatest 
refugee crisis in recent years, the Tories have 
responded with brutality and detention 
centres.

Labour should respond with clarity, 
humanity and solidarity. We fought the 
last General Election arguing against 
such scapegoating, and celebrating the 
contributions of migrants to our society. 
That tone must now translate into policy.

Migrants are not to blame for falling 
wages, insecurity, bad housing and 
overstretched public services. These are the 
product of decades of underinvestment, 

deregulation, privatisation, and the harshest 
anti-union laws in Europe. On the contrary, 
migrant workers have been on the front 
line of fighting for better pay and working 
conditions. Labour is the party of all 
working people – regardless of where they 
were born.

A system of free movement is the best 
way to protect and advance the interests of 
all workers, by giving everyone the right 
to work legally, join a union and stand up 
to their boss without fear of deportation 
or destitution. Curtailing those rights, 
or limiting migrants’ access to public 
services and benefits, will make it easier for 
unscrupulous employers to hyper-exploit 
migrant labour, which in turn undermines 
the rights and conditions of all workers.

Free movement enhances everyone’s 

rights. The news that Theresa May 
suppressed nine independent studies that 
showed migration has little impact on jobs 
or wages should come as no surprise. But 
those within the labour movement who 
recycle the myths about migrants being to 
blame for low wages or unemployment are 
not only siding with the racist media and 
politicians - they are doing their dirty work 
for them , disorienting and dividing our 
movement.  

The Labour Campaign for Free 
Movement was launched to oppose the 
rise of ‘British Jobs for British Workers’ 
and ensure workers denied a voice in the 
referendum aren’t silenced in the labour 
movement.  

To sign the statement and find materials, 
vist: www.labourfreemovement.org

Support the Labour Campaign for Free Movement

Bring the class struggle into the Labour Party
New protest movements and strikes can renew the struggle for grassroots, 
democratic control and a real socialist alternative
labour have been consistently ahead of the 
Tories in the polls since the summer. This 
Autumn is a chance for the whole labour 
movement to take the offensive against a Tory 
government that has no plan except fighting 
amongst themselves over Brexit. 

But although Theresa May is a lame duck 
prime minister, we will have to do more than 
rallies and sparring over the dispatch box 
to force an election and put an end to seven 
years of bitter austerity.

A serious campaign by the public sector 
trade unions, could breathe new life into 
the labour movement, strengthen Jeremy 
Corbyn’s leadership of the party and provide  
a big boost to the growing numbers of private 
sector workers taking action. There is a 
danger that the Tories will capitulate on pay 
in the Autumn Budget, preferring to steal 
the credit than risk a confrontation with the 
unions - especially now the Labour Party, for 
the first time in its history, has a leader who 
supports striking workers. 

The party has been in permanent 
campaign mode, with Jeremy Corbyn 
taking Labour’s manifesto to marginal 
constituencies, keeping up the pressure on 
the ground. 

This year’s party conference in Brighton 
is expected to demonstrate Corbyn’s 
increasing control over the party - or at least 
the fruits of his compromise with the party’s 

apparatus. Whether the so-called ‘McDonnell 
amendment’ which seeks to reduce the ability 
of MPs to veto leadership election candidates 
will pass, or, as it rumoured be heavily watered 
down by the trade unions remains to be seen. 

On this question, the old adage ‘watch 
your leaders’ bears remembering. The run 
up to conference is always full of posturing 
and manoeuvring by labour movement 
bureaucrats, but Len McCluskey’s comments 
that Labour’s membership should have a say 
in who makes the leadership ballot could 
have a sting in the tail. If members have a say, 
then certainly unions will want a say - and 
then we’re back to the old Electoral college 
system. Watch this space.

With the possibility of an early general 
election triggered by Theresa May’s 
resignation, a Tory leadership challenge 
or a defeat over Brexit legislation, we need 
to remember that the struggle to deliver 
a genuinely leftwing Labour manifsto is 
far from complete. For the Many, Not the 
Few set out a number of good policies - on 
housing, pay and education. But there were 
also serious concessions - on welfare, on 
education, on public ownership, on defence 
and foreign policy. Members will have to fight 
to change Labour policy on this if we want to 
avoid the fate of other leftwing parties who 
have attempted to challenge the privileges 
of the elites without having the nerve to take 

the necessary measures to stand up to their 
opposition. 

One of the big problems we face is that 
though the left has a large majority amongst 
the membership no major democratic 
changes have taken place in the way policy is 
developed. Every positive change has come 
out of the leader’s office. The NEC is still finely 
balanced and the right are over-represented 
amongst the PLP and councillors.

This is most clearly seen over the Brexit 
issue, where despite the fact that a large 
majority of Labour voters and members 
oppose Brexit, the party remains formally 
committed to implementing it. 

The struggle for democracy and political 
change inside Labour is proceeding at a glacial 
pace. With Momentum effectively reduced to 
an adjunct of the leader’s office rather than an 
instrument for Labour’s grassroots to develop 
their own policy and strategy, we need to look 
to the developing campaigns by fast food 
workers, the public sector and the migrant 
and refugee solidarity movement to bring the 
class struggle into Labour’s internal life. 

That means organising the grassroots of 
the party and the trade unions to campaign 
for democratic control over elections and 
policy, and for a strategy to confront the 
governemnt and bring it down. 

 That’s what Red Flag is fighting for - if 
you agree, then join us. 
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labour’s call for a post-Brexit “transition 
period”, during which the uk would remain 
in the Single Market, has been presented as a 
clear-headed alternative to the government’s 
“constructive ambiguity”. Shadow Brexit 
Secretary Keir Starmer described it as 
“a credible solution to one of the most 
important issues facing Britain’s exit from 
the eu”.

Brexit negotiations have revealed the 
lack of any coherent plan on the part of Tory 
Brexiteers, while Labour’s proposal would 
leave the economy without a “cliff edge” 
to tumble over on 30 March 2019. They 
would also preserve the current eu freedom 
of movement, something that we should 
welcome as a matter of principle. However, 
political principle has little to do with this 
latest revision of Labour’s policy.

Parliamentary arithmetic
Instead, it rests on a shrewd estimation of the 
balance of forces, in Parliament and within 
the Labour party. The immediate objective, 
justifiably enough, is to maximise Tory 
divisions. Brexit Secretary David Davis has 
conceded the possibility of a “transitional” 
phase; but Tory hard-Brexiteers see in that 
the beginnings of a so-called “soft” Brexit, or 
even no Brexit at all. So far, however, these 
would-be rebels have found only 40 mps 
willing to sign a letter opposing it.

Starmer calculates that with a majority of 
Tory mps in favour of a transition, many will 
see the practical advantages of remaining in 
the Single Market for as long as possible. The 
government’s position, however, is to leave 
both immediately. The fragility of Theresa 

May’s Commons majority therefore means 
the real possibility of a government defeat.

On the Labour side, this is not so much 
a change of policy as a development of 
the position in June’s election manifesto, 
which promised that a Labour government 
would if necessary “negotiate transitional 
arrangements to avoid a ‘cliff edge’ for the 
economy”. The manifesto also said that 
Labour’s negotiating priorities would have 
“a strong emphasis on retaining the benefits 
of the Single Market” because these are 
“essential for maintaining industries, jobs 
and businesses in Britain”.

However, Labour’s position retains the 
central flaw in the manifesto, that “Labour 
accepts the referendum result”. Why? If 
leaving the eu was the wrong policy before 
the referendum, then it is still wrong. Of 
course, Labour cannot ignore the referendum 
result, any more than it can ignore the 
election result. But that is not a reason for 
a change of strategic policy, any more than 
the election result means we should stop 
opposing Tory policies overall.

In fact the new position, like the old one, 
is a fudge between the minority of Labour 
mps and voters who support Brexit and the 
majority who are against it. Even in the 
manifesto, every phrase that accepts leaving 
the eu was counter-balanced by another 
wishing to maintain its benefits. So Labour 
“accepts the referendum result”, while 
putting “jobs and the economy first”, even 
though Brexit is a threat to both.

In any case, remaining in the Single 
Market while leaving the eu would mean 
accepting all of the conditions of eu 

membership, but without the right to a 
vote on eu policy, like Norway and Iceland 
today. This would make Brexit completely 
pointless, except perhaps to some masochists 
for “national sovereignty”.

To keep Labour’s pro-Brexit minority 
happy, Starmer said that the transitional 
phase would be “time-limited”, suggesting a 
maximum of four years, a very long time in 
politics indeed. But he then qualified that by 
adding that it would be “as short as possible 
but as long as necessary”, like the proverbial 
piece of string.

Opposing Brexit
Despite his claim that this is a “credible 
solution”, Starmer and his rivals know 
perfectly well that his “transitional phase” 
could not possibly work. In his own words it 
“would not provide a durable or acceptable 
long-term settlement for Britain or the eu”. 
His hope is that this compromise could 
however hold for long enough to force 
the Tories into a defeat in the Commons, 
followed by an early election.

That in itself is something that all 
socialists should want to see. But if Labour 
were able to extend its recent advances, win 
an election and form a government, then this 
compromise would unravel pretty quickly.

The Labour leadership should face down 
Labour’s pro-Brexit minority and campaign 
openly against Brexit, not because it is bad 
for “business” but because it is bad for the 
working class in Britain and in Europe. We 
need to persuade the minority of the working 
class and Labour voters who supported 
Leave that they were deceived: above all in 
blaming eu migrant workers for low wages, 
housing shortages and a failing National 
Health Service.

By offering socialist solutions to these 
problems, “fully funded” by taxing the 
billionaires, Labour could undermine the 
hostility to foreigners, encouraged by the 
right-wing media, and unite working people 
to bring about real social change. 

Labour should instead seek a democratic 
mandate to rescind the Article 50 proposal 
to leave the eu. It should raise the minimum 
wage to a real living wage and employ 
inspectors to enforce it and prevent 
employers from exploiting both British 
and foreign labour. And it should launch a 
campaign alongside the socialist movement 
across Europe against the eu’s undemocratic 
structures, the European Central Bank’s 
austerity policy and for a Socialist United 
States of Europe
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A Labour Brexit: definitely maybe
Peter Main calls out Keir Starmer’s Brexit compromise and puts the case for 
socialist opposition to leaving the EU



an 82-page dossier, outlining the Tories’ 
proposed immigration legislation once the 
uk has left the European Union, has been 
leaked to The Guardian newspaper. It was 
marked “extremely sensitive”, and it certainly 
is.

The document is imbued with the 
language of “British jobs for British workers”, 
the slogan that then Labour Chancellor 
Gordon Brown first raised 10 years ago, and 
that certain Unite officials took up (with 
disastrous consequences) a couple of years 
later.

It says that “immigration should benefit 
not just the migrants themselves but also 
make existing residents better off ” and that 

“wherever possible, 
UK employers 
should look to 
meet their labour 
needs from resident 
labour”.

Contradicting 
the well-worn 
mantra that we 
must leave the eu 
to get away from 
Brussels’ red tape, 
the Tories propose 
to introduce “an 
economic needs 
test that employers 

must complete to check whether suitable 
recruits can be found locally before hiring an 
eu citizen”. The right to enter Britain to look 
for work will be taken away.

Elsewhere, the detailed paper lists 
measures to restrict how long migrants 
can stay in the uk, what kind of identity 
documents they must hold, what family 
members are or aren’t allowed to join them, 
what kind of jobs they can have and how high 
their pay or savings need to be.

Setting up scapegoats
This dossier is as dodgy as the one that sent 
the uk to war with Iraq. Immigration has 
neither forced down “British wages” nor 

caused unemployment.
Indeed employment rates are at an all-

time high, and unemployment the lowest 
since the early 1970s. On the other hand, 
rogue employers are encouraged to cheat 
workers out of the minimum wage, by the 
removal of our trade union rights and by 
the cutting of the number of workplace 
inspectors.

Evidence of migration causing significant 
downward pressure on jobs and wages 
simply does not exist, which is why it is 
never quoted. And prime minister Theresa 
May knows this more than most. Liberal 
Democrat leader (and former Tory-led 
Coalition partner) Vince Cable revealed that 
May commissioned nine separate reports on 
the economic effects of immigration when 
she was Home Secretary and published none 
of them, because the results did not fit her 
agenda.

The truth is that the Tories know that 
Brexit is going to cause mayhem with the uk 
economy: a shockwave that will likely hurl us 
into a deep recession. So they are preparing a 
shaft of anti-immigrant legislation, as nasty as 
it is unnecessary, so that cuts and closures can 
be blamed on Johnny Foreigner and the eu, 
instead of rebounding on those responsible: 
the Tory government. The labour movement 
should prepare to resist this agenda now
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Tories plan post-Brexit migrant clampdown

bbc’s panorama team have produced a 
powerful, courageous and shocking piece of 
investigative journalism that has blown the lid 
on Britain’s immigration detention centres.

Its programme Undercover: Britain’s 
Immigration Secrets follows a trainee detention 
officer, who is so concerned with what he is 
being asked to do that he secretly records his 
duties while working for g4s at Brook House 
Immigration Removal Centre near Gatwick.

What is shown amounts to more than 
abuse; it is torture.

Inside we see detainees from all walks of 
life. A few, very few, are convicted murderers. 
Most are stuck in the system, waiting for 
asylum applications to be processed, or to be 
deported. A significant number are Britons 
who were born abroad and never knew they 
were “illegal” till they were detained by force.

Conditions are horrendous. The synthetic 
cannabis substitute Spice circulates freely 
because it is known to sedate users, very 

conveniently for the guards. Self-harm and 
suicide attempts are also widespread. Solitary 
confinement is a regular punishment.

Remember, none of these detainees are 
in Brook House because they committed a 
crime. Yet, unlike criminals, their detention is 
indefinite.

In fact Britain is the only eu country that 
imposes indefinite detention on migrants 
like this. A psychologist explains that anyone 
exposed to such detention for more than a few 
weeks is almost certain to suffer mental health 
problems as a result. Yet repeatedly, g4s staff 
and management refuse to recognise such 
symptoms in their charges.

The climax of the programme, which 
reduces the trainee to tears, comes when a 
detainee tries to kill himself, first by trying 
to swallow a phone battery and then by self-
strangulation.

Officers can be heard laughing at him, 
encouraging him to succeed. The on-

duty nurse, of all people, fails to intervene, 
dismissing the detainee as “an arse”.

Finally a senior officer intervenes to 
remove the detainee’s hands from his throat, 
only to then attempt to strangle the man 
himself. The detainee comes within a whisker 
of being killed. Chillingly the officers are then 
seen fabricating a report of the incident and 
joking that they wouldn’t care if they had 
killed him or not.

This programme is a must-see. The only 
conclusions that can be drawn are:
• Close down all immigration detention 

centres now
• Prosecute g4s and all officers involved in 

abuse
• End deportations: open the borders

The programme can be viewed here for the next 
11 months: http://bbc.in/2iXmh4n

Shut down the detention centres
Latest ‘scandal’ is normality in centres designed to terrorise innocent people
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tory chancellor philip Hammond is a 
modern man. He believes that driving a train 
is so easy that “even a woman could do it”. 
He also believes that 5 million public sector 
workers are “overpaid”. And he certainly 
believes that the 1 per cent public sector pay 
cap should be retained.

He’s not the only one. MPs voted 323 to 
309 against a Labour amendment to abolish 
the cap. This was just after Hammond and 
Theresa May found £1 billion to buy the 
support of the Democratic Unionist Party.

This “cap” is a classic example of the 
Tories using state intervention to “correct” 
the market. While remaining steadfast 
against anything so rash as nationalising 
steel or the railways, the nasty party are quite 
willing to freeze real public sector wages for 
the seventh year running.

By pinning pay rises below the rate of 
inflation, millions have seen their living 
standards squeezed. As Labour leader 
Jeremy Corbyn has pointed out, the repeated 
1 per cent limit has created real shortages in 
nursing and teaching, with hard-working 
nurses having to access food banks to 
survive.

The facts
Public sector pay rates as a whole have lost 
10 per cent of their value since 2010. Nurses’ 
pay has fallen by 14 per cent in real terms 
(i.e., after inflation) over the same period. 
Between 2005 and 2015, doctors’ median 
real earnings fell from £38 an hour to £30, 
and school teachers’ real pay dropped from 

£25 an hour to £22.
But are they overpaid? Not according 

to an Institute of Fiscal Studies (ifs) report. 
Although public sector pay held up far better 
than in the private sector immediately after 
the 2008 crash, the pay cap has since restored 
this differential to pre-crash levels.

Average weekly public sector 
earnings are £506, compared with £464 in 
the private sector. But the public sector has 
a higher percentage of qualified staff; the 
like-for-like gap is just 3 per cent. Also the 
shape of the workforces differs; more low-
paid jobs in the public sector, like cleaners 
and caterers, are outsourced and so not 
included in the figures. On the other hand, a 
layer of high-earning executives, consultants 
and specialists in the public sector earn more 
than £150,000, pushing the average up.

What is incontestable is that a victory for 
well-unionised public service workers would 
be a boost for those in private sector pushing 
for a rise. Indeed this is the real reason 
Hammond is so hostile to lifting the cap.

The truth is, we all need a pay rise. The 
Office of National Statistics says that real 
household disposable income fell by 1.4 
per cent in the first three months of 2017 
compared with the previous quarter. Wages 
have not kept up with inflation for the third 
quarter in a row, something not seen for over 
40 years.

Working household savings have fallen 
to 1.7 per cent of income, the lowest on 
record, as the struggle to make ends meet 
takes priority. The Bank of England reckons 

that household debt has climbed 10 per cent 
in the past year. Collectively we owe £58 
billion on cars, £67 billion on credit cards 
and £72 billion in loans and overdrafts. We 
are running on thin air.

Looking into the future, the IFS 
predicts that, while the richest 1 per cent 
have recovered completely from the 2008 
crash, our wages on average will not before 
2021, because of increased inflation, low 
investment and the likely effects of Brexit.

Ballot for action
Now is the time for unions to turn to their 
members and campaign for strikes.

The Universities and Colleges Union is to 
ballot members for action to win a 3 per cent 
rise in the autumn, while the PCS union is 
balloting civil servants to strike for a 5 per 
cent increase.

The Royal College of Nursing has just 
finished a “summer of protest” under the 
slogan #ScraptheCap, after 74 per cent of its 
members said they are willing to strike over 
pay, which would be a first for this union.

Unison, the gmb and Unite have 
launched a campaign for a 5 per cent hike 
for local government workers, and the tuc 
is holding a Rally for Fair Pay in Parliament 
Square on 17 October.

Already there have been positive results. 
The Scottish Parliament is likely to scrap 
the cap north of the border. And the Fire 
Brigades Union (fbu) has been offered 2 
per cent this year and 3 per cent in 2018, 
although fbu leader Matt Wrack has rightly 
said that after seven years of pay restraint this 
simply is not enough.

Strategy
In all these unions, and in the postal workers’ 
cwu, we need to argue for:
• All public sector unions to make claims to 

restore real pay after years of cuts: 10 per 
cent now!

• Solidarity and strike committees to fight for 
serious action

• Link the strikes at local level through joint 
strike committees

• Abolish the Pay Review Bodies: they are 
pawns in the hands of government

• Defiance of the anti-union laws if they are 
used to block democratic strike mandates

• The Labour Party, from top to bottom, to 
actively support the strikes: in parliament, 
on picket-lines and on the streets
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Strikes can force Tories to scrap the cap
Jeremy Dewar, a Unison rep, urges union members to fight to restore public 
sector pay to pre-austerity levels

·  UNIONS
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this month’s mcdonald’s strike lifted 
the lid and shone a bright light on the dark 
practices of the world’s largest restaurant 
chain.

If that were all the strikers achieved, they 
would deserve the gratitude of hundreds of 
thousands of fast food workers. But they 
achieved much more. And that’s why they’re 
an inspiration.

Forty workers across two branches, in 
Cambridge and in Crayford in south-east 
London, took part in this action, the first 
ever strike at McDonald’s uk.

They joined a growing international 
campaign that has already seen action (and 
some victories) in the usa, New Zealand and 
France. As a mark of their internationalism, 
strikers from bakers’ union bfawu chose 4 

September (Labor 
Day in the usa) 
for their action. 
Activists from 
the usa and New 
Zealand flew in to 
provide practical 
help and solidarity 
on the day.

As the workers’ 
own leaflet put it, 
“Many people think 
that McDonald’s 
workers can’t go 
on strike, can’t 
join a union, and 

can’t organise together for better pay, better 
conditions and more respect at work. But 
McDonald’s workers can.” (See fastfoodrights.
wordpress.com for further details.)

Dark practices
McDonald’s ceo Steve Easterbrook earns 
£11.82m a year, or £5,684 an hour, while full-
time workers at the company are on £7.55 
an hour: 0.13 per cent of the CEO’s wage! 
This highlights the urgency behind Labour’s 
policy to narrow grotesque pay inequality, so 
that no one earns less than 5 per cent of the 
highest paid employee in any one company.

But if the pay is crap, then working 
conditions are even worse.

Zero-hours contracts mean that workers 
can get used to being offered 35 or 40 hours 

a week, and then suddenly be cut back to 
seven or eight hours, with no explanation or 
comeback. Rent, food bills, kids’ clothes all 
go unpaid for. Managers use this power to 
punish workers who refuse to work unsocial 
shifts at short notice or who become union 
activists.

Bullying is rife, with recorded instances 
of physical harm, and managers and 
customers screaming verbal abuse. Workers 
are routinely told to come in when sick or 
face being frozen out of work.

McDonald’s is also a dangerous working 
environment. The spitting fat from burger 
griddles causes burns on workers’ arms. 
And then there are the health hazards, some 
mental, some physical, caused by long hours, 
poverty pay and demeaning conditions.

Next steps
The bfawu strikers have kick-started the fight 
against zero-hours and poverty pay. Their 
demands for £10 an hour, guaranteed hours 
and union recognition can be applied to the 
rest of McDonald’s restaurants and across the 
fast food sector. The stage is set for a massive 
unionisation drive along Britain’s high streets 
and an escalation of the dispute.

McDonald’s management have tried 
to laugh off the strike as minuscule and 
irrelevant. But they are on the back foot. 
Their brand is once again turning toxic. And 
as in New Zealand, France and some parts of 
the USA, they can be beaten
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McStrike can light a fire for low paid workers

Labour council reneges on deal to end bin strike
Bernie McAdam calls on Corbyn and McDonnell to intervene
after seven weeks of strike action and an 
apparent agreement with council chiefs, it 
seemed sense had prevailed; Birmingham’s 
Grade Three bin workers would not be 
sacked and a suspended union rep would be 
reinstated.

Instead the Labour run council has 
completely gone back on its word and issued 
redundancy notices to 113 refuse workers. 
The strike is back on.

Senior official Howard Beckett 
announced a new ballot “to seek another 
mandate of action from our members”. He 
condemned the council’s u-turn as “shoddy” 
– an understatement for sure.

Most strikers have been on the picket lines 
and received massive public support, even as 
rubbish piled up on the streets. The council, 
usually so keen on pursuing cuts, was still 
able to find £2 million to employ scab labour. 

They even claimed that redundant workers 
would be transferred to other jobs, but these 
turned out to be temporary contracts.

In another fake justification for the cuts, 
Labour council leader Jon Clancy warned of 
the risk of equal pay claims if it kept to its 
deal. Unite’s legal team could find no such 
risk and the Council has offered no evidence 
to back their claim.

Labour and the working class
The council’s actions have alienated many 
workers and cannot be squared with Jeremy 
Corbyn’s anti-austerity policies. Of course the 
root cause of the cuts lies with the Tories, but 
Labour councils should not be implementing 
them.

Instead they should be fighting austerity, 
organising resistance alongside the unions. 
Public assemblies should be held to help 

draw up people’s budgets and hold councils 
to account.

Birmingham Momentum has been 
mobilising support for the refuse workers. 
Their excellent newsletter The Organiser 
calls the bin workers’ stance “a lesson and 
encouragement to other workers facing cuts 
that militancy pays off ”.

Spot on. The council’s downgrading of 
the refuse service is intended to pave the 
way for further attacks on the jobs, pay and 
conditions across the council. All council 
unions – Unite, gmb and Unison – should 
ballot other departments affected by cuts to 
strike alongside the refuse workers.

Jeremy Corbyn’s support for McDonald’s 
workers is fine but we need Jeremy to back 
Birmingham’s bin workers and pile the 
pressure on the Blairite councillors to back 
down. Class solidarity trumps party unity
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on 5 september, the Communication 
Workers’ Union leadership announced a 
strike ballot, after months of talks with 
Royal Mail bosses that had gone nowhere. 
Negotiations were supposed to address an 
increasing number of attacks:

The closing of the final salary pension 
scheme in favour of a scheme that would 
offer far lower payments
• No pay rises unless they are paid for by big 

givebacks in terms and conditions
• A new job structure that would raise 

workloads and shift to afternoon deliveries, 
hitting workers – especially women – who 
rely on the earlier hours for childcare

• Part-timers working full-time hours for 
years, but denied a full-time contract.

• At the end of these cuts looms 2019: when 
the five-year legal protections agreed at 
privatisation, including the bar on zero-
hours contracts or breaking up the company, 
expire.

This is what privatisation looks like.

Broken promises 
Royal Mail’s new hedge fund owners have 
squeezed the company for every drop of 
profit since 2013. Many of them, remember, 
made a quick buck by selling shares within 
days of privatisation, taking advantage of 
Lib Dem business secretary Vince Cable’s 
deliberately under-pricing of the company, 
which swindled the public out of billions 
in receipts. Those who stayed to gorge on 
the remains have now pocketed nearly half 
a billion pounds from selling off real estate 
alone.

At the shopfloor level, management has 
relentlessly hiked our workloads, aiming to 
make £600 million “efficiency savings” by 
the end of this year. Side-lining agreements 
with the union, they have provoked wildcat 
strikes, and then prolonged those strikes 

by victimising and 
bullying union 
reps and members 
afterwards. 
Now, the greedy 
millionaire owners 
have switched to 
outright assault.

Despite this, 
Royal Mail is trying 
to pull the wool 
over the eyes of the 
workers and public 
with a cynical 
propaganda blitz, 
centred on the 
catchphrase: “Best 
jobs, best wages – 
no fight to pick”. But 

they’ve picked this fight with their string of 
attacks.

CEO Moya Greene has not even bothered 
to attend the talks, preferring to announce 
cuts (or token concessions) as if the talks 
and the union didn’t exist. Contrast Greene’s 
£50,000 pay increase over the last few years 
with our offer of a one-off £250 lump sum, 
paid for by cuts to our conditions. Compare 
her £200,000 a year pension contribution 
from Royal Mail with ours, which is judged 
“unaffordable”. Needless to say, she hasn’t 
won over hearts and minds.

As for their claim that we have the best 
jobs in the sector – that’s what their proposals 
are aiming to destroy. And their accusation 
that we are letting down “our community” 
is pretty rich, coming from a company that 
has closed hundreds of local post offices and 
delivery offices, raised stamp prices and sold 
off land to property developers against the 
protests of local councils.

Luckily few are taken in by this expensive, 
Orwellian PR campaign.

Build Solidarity
Jeremy Corbyn has already stated publicly 
that he supports postal workers and Labour’s 
manifesto promises renationalisation. But 
others in the party have been less forthright.

Shadow minister for postal affairs Gill 
Furniss has called for the company and the 
union to “carry on talking and reach some 
kind of negotiated agreement that everyone 
can live with so that things can return to 
normal… somehow they’ve got to come 
together to sort it out.”

We tried talking, now it’s time to strike. 
Gill should be standing against the private 
profiteers and their downsizing agenda, not 
sitting on the fence – or condemning strikes, 
as some on the Labour right probably will.

Furniss seems not to have seen the 

recent reports of profits rising by 25% to over 
£700 million. The profits ripped out of the 
business since privatisation will total over 
£1bn by next year. That is money that could 
have been used to support the pension fund, 
lower the working week and create a modern 
delivery service. 

Instead of investing for the future, 
Greene has raised shareholders’ dividends by 
4%. Now she says Royal Mail is past “peak” 
investment… so it should be clear sailing for 
higher profits in coming years!

When 2019 comes, it is a near certainty 
that the company will tear up the legal 
agreements, replacing current staff with 
new starters on zero-hours and bogus self-
employed contracts, joining the other private 
delivery firms in a race to the bottom.

The corporate asset-strippers who 
now own Royal Mail have no loyalty to the 
company or the service it provides. If they 
can break it up and take the windfall sales 
revenue as profit, they will. And the Tory 
government will back this downsizing and 
union busting all the way.

Crossroads for the union
While Royal Mail workers do have relatively 
better terms and conditions than the rest 
of the private parcel companies, it is only 
because we have a strong union, with 
members willing to fight. Now, privatisation 
has brought us to a crossroads: we either 
stand up and defend our jobs or watch them 
be destroyed.

Royal Mail wants to push the union aside 
and ride roughshod over us. Rank and file 
workers need to vote yes and get organised to 
give the coming strike the grassroots strength 
and control it needs to win 
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Royal Mail picks a fight with postal workers
A CWU postal rep calls for a big Yes vote for strike action

THE AGITATOR

• The ballot runs from 
14 September to 3 
October. 

• For a postal workers’ 
bulletin written by Red 
Flag CWU members, 
go to theagitatorblog.
wordpress.com
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on september 6, the Public and Commercial 
Services Union (PCS) announced a major 
campaign to scrap the 1% pay cap, which has 
hit all civil servants and other public sector 
workers, including nurses, firefighters and 
council workers.

In the Civil Service, the cap has been 
combined with increases in pension and 
national insurance contributions and the end 
of salary progression. We are really feeling 
the pinch of austerity.

Research commissioned by PCS shows 
that, between 2010 and 2016, the value of pay 
in the Civil Service fell further than in both 
the rest of the public sector and the private 
sector. PCS members are on average more 
than £3000 worse off in real terms. Over 
the last ten years, wages have actually fallen 
by 9% against inflation; by 2020 this will be 
17%. 

PCS wants the pay cap lifted and for the 
Treasury to authorise above-inflation pay 
rises to restore salaries and make up for the 
lost earnings. Our key demand is for a 5% 
pay rise.

A Downing Street spokesperson 
dismissed talk about lifting the cap by saying, 
“We recognise the sacrifice they are making,” 
much like a World War I general might have 
talked about his troops before sending them 
over the top.

Theresa May herself dismissed the idea 
of scrapping the cap as “more money to be 

spent on this, that and the other”. The callous 
calculations of the Tories unmasked: we are 
simply an irritating expense to them, so let’s 
irritate them some more!
Campaign
The campaign will start with a consultative 
ballot for industrial action. This will take 
place between 9 October and 6 November 
and is timed so the results can be announced 
before the government’s budget in November.

Long-serving staff in the Department of 
Works and Pensions particularly welcomed 
the news. Many of them opted out of last 
year’s pay deal and are now earning less than 
new starters. They refused to give up their 
weekends in return for a derisory, below 
inflation, pay “increase”. Instead, they want 
the government to pay the rate for the job.

The timing of the campaign also 
coincides with the TUC Congress, where 
PCS will ask once again for the support of 
all public sector unions in a campaign of 
industrial action. The last time the public 
sector unions responded to such a call was in 
2011, when all major public service unions 
did strike to defend our pensions. But, the 
day after an unprecedented two-million-
strong strike, most unions accepted the cuts, 
leaving PCS, Unite (NHS), teachers and 
lecturers to fight on – and even this minority 
fragmented further, as union leaders lost 
their bottle.

The lesson of the pensions fiasco is that 
rank and file members have to organise 

independently to force their union leaders to 
call the necessary action and unite with other 
parts of the public sector. Not only this, we 
must all be prepared to fight alone, if unity 
with other unions cannot be arranged.

There is going to be a multi-union protest 
on 12 October and there are payday protests 
planned over the coming months in various 
civil service departments – indeed these have 
already started in some workplaces, like the 
Courts (MoJ) and Tax Offices (HMRC).

PCS is also proposing that the TUC 
Congress call a national pay demonstration 
to bring together the whole labour 
movement: another step towards a campaign 
of industrial action.

Anti-union laws
One of the main stumbling blocks for 
PCS and all public sector unions is the 
Tories’ latest anti-trade union legislation. 
The PCS ballot is only consultative and is 
a test of whether the union can reach the 
undemocratic thresholds set by these laws: 
50% of all members must participate in a 
postal ballot and 40% of all members must 
vote “Yes”.

Using a perverse logic worthy of a 
dictatorship, those who do not vote for 
whatever reason, or wrongly remain on the 
register of members even though they are 
no longer employed, are judged to be against 
action.

PCS has never achieved such thresholds 
in a postal ballot, which is why the Tories 
insist that unions cannot conduct the 
ballots online, by telephone or in workplace 
meetings. The vote can be won, even 
under these conditions, but it will take 
organisation and confidence, which is 
why the demonstrations and practice-run 
consultative ballot are so important.

The question does arise, however, 
what if a majority support action but these 
undemocratic hurdles are not surmounted? 
Our answer is that the strike should go ahead 
despite the law. It is clear that these laws are 
an affront to workers’ democracy imposed 
by a Tory government that not only failed to 
meet these thresholds in the general election, 
but didn’t even get a majority of MPs!

We would not have a trade union 
movement in this country if our forebears 
had not been prepared to break the law. We 
owe it to future generations to defend the 
right to strike so they are able to stand up to 
the bosses and their government
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Civil servants’ union prepares for action
PCS reps Sarah and Rebecca call for cross-union solidarity and defiance of the 
anti-union laws to scrap the cap
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on 15 august 1947, Jawaharlal Nehru 
addressed India’s Constituent Assembly 
in words that have become famous: “Long 
years ago we made a tryst with destiny, and 
now the time comes when we shall redeem 
our pledge, not wholly or in full measure, 
but very substantially. At the stroke of the 
midnight hour, when the world sleeps, India 
will awake to life and freedom.”

In fact what the people of former British 
India awoke to was a tragedy of horrendous 
proportions, unfolding right across the 
northern arc of the country from Sindh in 
the west to Bengal in the east, but with its 
bloodiest focus in Punjab.

A monstrous killing spree, the work of 
armed and merciless vigilante mobs, incited 
by Hindu, Muslim and Sikh communalists 
alike, saw at least one million perish and 
more than fifteen million forced from their 
homes, robbed and beaten during their flight. 
Uncounted numbers of women and young 
girls were raped, abducted and enslaved.

Pakistani historian Ayesha Jalal reports 
one such incident:

“That same evening [as Nehru’s speech], 
as the remaining British officials in Lahore 
set off for the railway station, they had to 

pick their way through streets littered with 
dead bodies. On the platforms, they found 
the railway staff hosing down pools of blood. 
Hours earlier, a group of Hindus fleeing the 
city had been massacred by a Muslim mob as 
they sat waiting for a train. As the Bombay 
Express pulled out of Lahore and began its 
journey south, the officials could see that 
Punjab was ablaze, with flames rising from 
village after village.”

Nisid Hajari in his book Midnight’s Furies 
wrote:

“Foot caravans of destitute refugees 
fleeing the violence stretched for 50 miles 
and more. As the peasants trudged along 
wearily, mounted guerrillas burst out of the 
tall crops that lined the road and culled them 
like sheep. Special refugee trains, filled to 
bursting when they set out, suffered repeated 
ambushes along the way. All too often they 
crossed the border in funereal silence, blood 
seeping from under their carriage doors.”

Two of the British Raj’s most populous, 
economically and culturally rich provinces, 
Punjab and Bengal, were horribly ravaged 
and split in two. Kashmir, the sub-continent’s 
beautiful Switzerland, was invaded, 
beginning a war that has not ended since. 

Pakistan’s first capital Karachi had a 47.6 per 
cent Hindu population in 1941, and almost 
no Hindus after the partition. Delhi, one-
third Muslim in 1941, saw 200,000 Muslims 
driven out.

Families now found themselves divided 
by a border drawn by Sir Cyril Radcliffe, a 
British lawyer, who had never been to India, 
who knew nothing of its history, social 
systems or cultures, and who returned home 
before he could see the results of his work.

And while it was meant to protect India’s 
Muslims against Hindu domination, more 
Muslims remained in India than the whole 
population of the new Pakistan. Moreover 
Pakistan’s eastern half, today’s Bangladesh, 
was separated by from West Pakistan by 1,700 
kilometres of territory belonging to an India, 
with which it now had hostile relations.

Last but not least, all of this was done 
without any serious consultation of the 
populations involved, neither by plebiscite 
nor by an All-India constituent assembly. 
Provincial and national assemblies were 
elected under British rule on a franchise 
that denied the majority of a vote. And such 
plebiscites as did occur (as in North-West 
Frontier Province) were marred by wholesale 

India & Pakistan
The tragedy of 

partition

70th Anniversary
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intimidation.
Responsibility for this bloody violence, 

at the birth of British India’s successor states, 
lies first and foremost with the British ruling 
class. They had exploited, impoverished and 
starved the Indian masses; pursued a policy 
of divide and rule; formalised and inflamed 
both caste and religious “identities”; and 
built these identities into the polity of the 
Raj, with separate electorates and reserved 
places in administrations. For the last decade 
of British rule, Britain alternated between 
repression and manipulative negotiations, 
playing off the Indian National Congress 
against the All-India Muslim League.

Britain’s “civilising mission”
British politicians are naturally embarrassed 
by many episodes in Britain’s imperial history, 
among them the looting of India under the 
East India Company in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. It is instructive that 
“loot” is a loan word from Hindi, meaning 
booty or stolen property. A fraction of this 
booty consists of many of the gold and 
jewelled artworks in the Royal Collection 
and in stately homes all over Britain, and 
the 40,000 items of stolen Indian art in the 
Victoria and Albert Museum in London.

After Robert Clive’s defeat of the last 
Nawab of Bengal, Siraj ud-Daulah, at 
the battle of Plassey in 1757, £800,000 in 
silver coins was sent in barges to Company 
headquarters in Calcutta. Clive personally 
looted £250,000 in precious metals and 
gemstones. The Company went on to 
conquer all of India with British-officered 
Indian soldiers (“sepoys”). By the time it 
captured Delhi in 1803, the Company had 
260,000 sepoys under its command.

Even so, a remarkable number of people 
in Britain are ignorant of their country’s 
shameful role in India. According to a 
YouGov poll in 2016, 43 per cent of British 
citizens think that the British Empire was 
a “good thing”, while only 19 per cent 
disagreed. After all, didn’t “we” endow 
the Indians with railways, the English 
language, the rule of law and parliamentary 
democracy? Didn’t “we” (as far as “we” were 
able to) try to stop them from murdering 
each other over “ancient religious hatreds”?

Michael Gove, while he was the Tory 
Education Secretary, wanted to restore 
teaching in British schools about the 
Empire. Nor is this imperialist patriotism 
limited to Tories. In 2005, visiting a British 
war cemetery in Tanzania, then Labour 
Chancellor Gordon Brown was quoted in the 
Daily Mail as saying:

 “I’ve talked to many people on my visit 
to Africa and the days of Britain having to 
apologise for its colonial history are over. We 
should move forward. We should celebrate 
much of our past rather than apologise for 
it.”

And a crop of pro-Empire historians 

has been busy over the last 20 years trying 
to whitewash the record. Niall Ferguson, in 
his 2003 book Empire: How Britain Made 
the Modern World, received widespread 
praise from Tories, like Gove, who wanted 
to include this view in school curriculums. 
Lawrence James, the author in 1997 of Raj: 
The Making and Unmaking of British India, 
claims that India’s colonial rulers “were 
humane men and, although hampered by 
inadequate administrative machinery and 
limited resources, they made a determined 
effort to feed the hungry”.

But did they? In Late Victorian 
Holocausts, Mike Davis recorded in 2000 that 
during the 120 years or so of British rule, 31 
serious famines occurred that killed up to 29 
million Indians, a much larger number than 
during the entire previous millennium.

Previous Indian empires and kingdoms 
had viewed it as essential to store rice, wheat 
and barley to protect against events like the 
failure of the monsoon. But the British, with 
their railways and their changes to the system 
of land ownership, instead made it possible 
to market and export food surpluses; and 
as dogmatic laissez-faire economists they 
refused to interfere with the market.

In the Great Famine of 1876-78 (as with 
the Irish Potato Famine of 1845-52) there 
was actually a net surplus of food grains in 
India. But Viceroy Robert Bulwer-Lytton 
insisted that nothing should be allowed to 
interfere with exports. Further famines, in 
which 15 million died, ensued in 1889, 1892, 
1897 and 1900.

Importing modern industry
And even more destructive than the looting 
of jewels and precious metals was the 
destruction of India’s huge textile industry. 
After the Napoleonic Wars, cloth imports 
from the mills of Lancashire wiped out an 
Indian village economy based on domestic 
spinning and weaving. Governor-General 
Lord William Bentinck commented in 1835 
that, “the misery hardly finds parallel in 
the history of commerce. The bones of the 
cotton-weavers are bleaching the plains of 
India.”

Along with the Transatlantic Slave 
Trade, the slave planation economies of 
the Caribbean and the Americas and the 
transformation of Britain’s peasantry into 
landless labourers (the “enclosures”), India’s 
despoliation is an example of what Karl 
Marx called the “primitive accumulation of 
capital”. And alongside the harsh exploitation 
of British workers at home, this was essential 
to our ruling class in creating Britain’s 
industrial, trading and naval supremacy by 
the middle of the nineteenth century.

However, the building of India’s huge 
railway network, aimed at pumping India’s 
surplus product abroad (and at dispatching 
troops to “trouble spots” within), also had 

the effect of tying India together as a political 
and economic entity. This also created a 
modern bourgeoisie (albeit a small one) of 
native Indian capitalists. Among them were 
the industrialists of the Tata family, whose 
patriarch Jamsetji Nusserwanji Tata started 
with cotton mills in the 1870s and founded 
the Tata Iron and Steel Company in 1907. 
By 1939 its steel mill was the largest in the 
British Empire.

And with capitalists naturally also 
came workers. The cotton textiles industry 
employed 260,000 in 1914; jute employed 
200,000 in 1912; and the railways had around 
600,000 workers. By 1939, about 2 million 
worked in manufacturing industry, 1.5 
million on the railways and 1.2 million in 
British-owned plantations.

A European-style education system 
produced an Anglicised state bureaucracy 
and a growing modern intelligentsia of 
clerks, lawyers, teachers, doctors and 
journalists. Many of these later led India’s 
nationalist movements, most notably 
Mahatma Mohandas

 Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru, Muhammad 
Ali Jinnah, Subhas Chandra Bose.

However, the biggest such movement, 
the Indian National Congress, was founded 
in 1885 by generally pro-British modernising 
lawyers and would-be politicians. They 
hoped to persuade Britain to transform India 
into a self-governing Dominion within the 
British Empire, as had already happened in 
Canada in 1867, and would later happen in 
Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. 
This was a natural perspective for India’s 
nascent bourgeoisie: that of sharing in 
Britain’s exploitation of the world.

But the men Britain sent to rule India 
had different ideas. Lord Curzon, Viceroy of 
India from 1899 to 1905, said that:

“India is the pivot of Empire, by which I 
mean that outside the British Isles we could, 
I believe, lose any portion of the dominions 
of the Queen and yet survive as an Empire; 
while if we lost India, I maintain that our sun 
would sink to its setting.”

Dislodging the British from the “pomp and 
circumstance” of Empire, its Imperial Durbars, 
its King-Emperors and its Viceroys, but 
above all from its profits would require mass 
struggles. And this would encounter deliberate 
obstacles to a united Indian national struggle 
for freedom, placed in its way not only by the 
British, but also by the political rivals for the 
inheritance of the Raj.

In Part Two we will look at how the Indian 
national movement was split along communal 
lines and at the role of Gandhi, Nehru and 
Jinnah in this and in the partition of India. 
We will also examine the birth of the Indian 
workers’ movement, the role played by socialists 
and communists and how pre-revolutionary 
situations in 1943 and 1946 were squandered 
and betrayed
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north korea’s hydrogen bomb test has 
underlined once again not only the capacity 
of Kim Jong-un’s regime to achieve its 
nuclear ambitions, but also the failure of all 
attempts to stop that with threats. As futile 
as US President Donald Trump’s bluster 
has been, however, it ramps up the danger 
that either side’s posturing could turn into 
actual conflict.

Trump has warned that future North 
Korean threats to the USA would “be met 
with fire, fury and, frankly, power, the likes 
of which this world has never seen before”. 
He later tweeted: “My first order as president 
was to renovate and modernise our nuclear 
arsenal. It is now far stronger and more 
powerful than ever before. Hopefully we 
will never have to use this power, but there 
will never be a time that we are not the most 
powerful nation in the world!”.

That last sentence is aimed not just at 
Pyongyang but also at Beijing, Moscow 
and even Berlin. Speaking for the whole 
US ruling class, Trump in effect is saying 
even if they eventually catch up with the 
USA economically, no rival bloc of states 
will ever be allowed to challenge the USA’s 
absolute global military hegemony. Behind 
this lies a recognition that, if that ever did 
happen, then the USA could expect to be 
despoiled and humiliated, just as it did to 
its own imperialist rivals after 1945.

The USA’s threats have much more to 
do with its strategic rivalry with China than 
with preventing North Korea from acquiring 
a nuclear arsenal. Under Trump, as under 
Barack Obama, the USA is constructing a 
protection racket over the smaller states of 
East and South East Asia, along the lines of 
the existing one in Europe called nato.

us Defense Secretary James Mattis, who 
previously warned that North Korea faced 
the “end of its regime and the destruction 

of its people” if it 
attacked Washington 
or its allies, has 
since claimed that 
us policy is led by 
a diplomatic effort 
under State Secretary 
Rex Tillerson and 
un Ambassador 
Nikki Haley, which is 
gaining “diplomatic 
results”. Nicknamed 
“Mad Dog”, Mattis 
is plainly not the 
maddest pooch in the 
White House kennel.

With whatever 
differences in 
rhetoric, this policy 

therefore continues the “cosh and carrot” 
diplomacy that has characterised the inter-
imperialist rivalry that began under Obama 
and under George W Bush.

Pyongyang can threaten, too
North Korea has naturally responded with 
colourful threats of its own. General Kim 
Rak-gyom, head of North Korea’s Strategic 
Rocket Forces, said that his country would 
launch four Hwasong-12 missiles over Japan 
to land in the sea around Guam, “enveloping” 
the island. Guam, an unincorporated US 
territory (effectively a colony) seized from 
Spain in 1898, is home to the Andersen Air 
Force Base, the us Pacific Fleet and other 
military assets, which combined occupy 29 
per cent of its territory.

At the same time, The Washington Post 
conveniently revealed that a previously 
secret Defense Intelligence Agency analysis 
claimed that Pyongyang has produced “a 
miniaturised warhead that can fit inside 
one of the intercontinental ballistic missiles 
(icbm) that it has been testing”. If true, 
this would cross one of Trump’s “red lines”, 
which in his mind at least would justify an 
attack on North Korea.

Both sides’ threats and counter-threats 
therefore contain the very real potential of 
getting out of hand. The peoples of North 
and South Korea, indeed of the world, have 
good cause to fear that Trump’s and Kim’s 
bombast (and the subsequent need to save 
face) could drive either to put the other to 
the ultimate test.

Kim Jong-un, like his father and 
grandfather, is presented in Western media 
as a tin pot tyrant whose pursuit of nuclear 
weaponry demonstrates his megalomania. 
And his regime certainly is a brutal 
dictatorship, although it is hardly alone in 
the world on that count. But far from being 
“insane”, its nuclear programme is from 

its own standpoint a rational response to 
decades of us hostility. A nuclear weapon, 
and the means to deliver it, offer the regime 
its only ultimate guarantee of survival.

Pyongyang’s official news outlet spelt 
out this logic last year, referring to the fate 
of Saddam Hussein’s regime in Iraq (and the 
Muammar Gaddafi’s in Libya) as proof that 
“powerful nuclear deterrence serves as the 
strongest treasured sword for frustrating 
outsiders’ aggression”.

That Kim’s regime intends to press 
ahead with acquiring this deterrent is 
therefore not in doubt. Once they have “the 
bomb”, they perhaps calculate that, as with 
Israel, Pakistan and India, the imperialist 
powers East and West will then accept a 
fait accompli, and negotiate some “detente” 
that allows for a de-escalation and a transfer 
of scarce resources towards economic 
development. It is the rapidity of their 
nuclear programme’s progress that explains 
the usa’s increased emphasis on demanding 
an end to such “provocations”, even before 
Trump.

Both Washington’s and Pyongyang’s 
escalating rhetoric can therefore be seen 
as a matter of bluff. For example, even the 
eye-catching reference to missiles launched 
around Guam is actually quite carefully 
worded; depending on what “around Guam” 
means, it is not quite literally meant as a 
threat to attack US territory.

Equally, Trump and his advisors know 
that the first sign of a us attack would 
bring South Korea’s capital Seoul under 
immediate North Korean artillery and 
missile bombardment, and that China 
would no doubt mobilise its own forces. 
However, military confrontations can 
acquire a dynamic of their own. If Trump 
and his generals think their bluff has been 
called then their threats could turn into 
actions, with barely calculable results.

That does not mean giving any political 
support to Kim Jong-un or to his regime, but 
rather recognising that any us intervention 
will not be to bring about “democracy”, 
and certainly will not bring about peace or 
stability. Quite the opposite. And for this 
reason, we should want the defeat of the us 
aggressions, and call for the removal of all 
us forces in Korea and in the region.

We should also support the militant 
trade union and youth movements in South 
Korea, which have opposed repeatedly the 
bellicose threats of their own right-wing 
governments and the usa’s. And the antiwar 
movement globally should mobilise on the 
streets to oppose any further threats to 
attack North Korea
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The threat of a new Korean War
Dave Stockton examines how sabre-rattling over the peninsular says more about 
the United States’ rivalry with China than it does about North Korea 
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in just two weeks, some 270,000 Rohingya 
have fled into Bangladesh from Myanmar. 
The mass exodus began on 25 August, when 
the Myanmar army began an offensive against 
the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army (arsa). 
The arsa announced a “unilateral ceasefire” 
on 9 September, in effect a recognition that 
they cannot offer any resistance to the army. 
It has since become clear that the offensive 
is actually a systematic campaign to force 
the Rohingya population out of the country 
altogether.

Reports suggest that the army is burning 
villages as it drives the Rohingya towards the 
border where it has allowed arsa to control 
crossings. As the refugees flee, the army is 
laying minefields along the border to prevent 
their return. Meanwhile, the army, known as 
the Tatmadaw, explain the mayhem by saying 
the Rohingya are burning their own villages!

More than 30,000 Rohingya are estimated 
to be overflowing the refugee camps at 
Kutupalong and Nayapara in Bangladesh, 
while others are living in makeshift tents 
and in local villages. An unknown number 
may be stranded in the no-man’s-land that 
separates the two countries, where access to 
aid is difficult if not impossible.

An idol with feet of clay
This ongoing ethnic cleansing has gone 
uncriticised by the country’s de facto leader, 
Nobel Laureate Aung San Suu Kyi, hitherto 
presented as a secular saint by the Western 
media. In her acceptance of the Nobel Peace 
Prize, she said that her aim in life was “to 
create a world free from the displaced, the 
homeless and the hopeless, a world of which 
each and every corner is a true sanctuary 
where the inhabitants will have the freedom 
and the capacity to live in peace”.

Tell that to the victims of these atrocities. 

Aung San Suu Kyi 
has now exposed 
herself as a first 
class humbug. 
The 20 year-old 
Pakistani Nobel 
Peace Prize winner, 
Malala Yousafzai, 
has called on her 
fellow Laureate to 
condemn the “tragic 
and shameful 
treatment” of the 
Rohingya, while 
British Guardian 
columnist George 
Monbiot has called 
for Suu Kyi to be 
stripped of her 

laureateship altogether.
Having been silent for most of this year 

as the military ravaged northern Rakhine, 
the State Counsellor and leader of the 
National League for Democracy (nld) has 
at last been forced to speak out; but only to 
protest against those who are reporting the 
atrocities, saying they are spreading “fake 
news” and “encouraging terrorism”.

Showing herself a true disciple of Donald 
Trump, she went on: “This is what the world 
needs to understand, that the fear is not just 
on the side of the Muslims, but on the side 
of the Buddhists as well. […] I think there 
are many many Buddhists who have also left 
the country for various reasons and there are 
many Buddhists who are in refugee camps. 
This is the result of our sufferings.”.

Her Western admirers, who have likened 
her to Nelson Mandela or Mahatma Gandhi, 
claim her party’s civilian representatives 
in government and parliament do not 
control the Burmese military, and therefore 
cannot intervene in its campaigns. UK 
Foreign Minister Boris Johnson said that 
she “faces huge challenges in modernising 
her country” and that it was “vital that she 
receives the support of the Burmese military, 
and that her attempts at peacemaking are not 
frustrated. She and all in Burma will have 
our full support in this.”

Britain, various European states and the 
USA have all invested a lot in Aung San Suu 
Kyi. For many years, when the brutal regime 
of the Tatmadaw ruled Burma and was firmly 
oriented towards China, the Western powers 
and their media could not praise “The Lady” 
too highly; hence the Nobel Prize. The faux 
“return to democracy” of 2011 enabled a 
horde of Western multinational companies to 
set up office in Yangon (Rangoon) expecting 
massive profits. Until the present flood of 
refugees, their representatives have made 

excuse after excuse for the Nobel Laureate.
But it was a poor facade of democracy. 

Suu Kyi was not allowed to stand for the 
Presidency, and the nld government were 
very limited in what policies they could 
carry out. The ministries dealing with the 
armed forces and their funding were kept 
under total military control. Her apologists 
claim that she is in a cleft stick, that she 
dare not offend the military because they 
might launch another coup against a civilian 
government.

At the same time, the main beneficiaries 
of “free speech” have been the Buddhist 
monks whose “Saffron Revolution” (in 
September and October 2007) convinced 
the generals that they had to relinquish the 
front seats of power, slowly and cautiously, to 
carefully groomed civilians. Naturally, they 
crushed the protests first. But now, Western 
commentators claim, Aung San Suu Kyi dare 
not offend widespread Buddhist nationalist 
sentiment (which is now extremely 
Islamophobic), in case it ruins her party’s 
chances electorally. In reality she acted as a 
cover, and now as an open apologist, for the 
military murderers.

A long tale of racism and repression
Myanmar’s oppression of the Rohingya is 
nothing new. The state refuses to recognise 
them as Myanmar citizens or even as one 
of the country’s 135 recognised ethnicities, 
claiming that they are really Bangladeshis 
or Bengalis. Aung San Suu Kyi herself 
refuses ever to refer to them as Rohingya. In 
fact, historians have shown that Rohingya 
communities have lived in Rakhine for 
hundreds of years, although their numbers 
were increased by the importation of 
labourers from Bengal under the British Raj. 
In any case, they plainly have no other home 
today, and to treat them as strangers in their 
own land, or to collude with driving them 
out, is a vile act of chauvinism and national 
oppression.

No one should be too surprised by Aung 
San Suu Kyi’s actions, or inaction. In 2013, 
at a time when Buddhist monks and ultra-
nationalists were already whipping up anti-
Muslim sentiment across the country, she 
gave a rare interview to BBC News in which 
she blamed the violence on “both sides”, 
telling the interviewer Mishal Husain that 
“Muslims have been targeted but Buddhists 
have also been subjected to violence”.

This, despite the fact that it was clear 
that Buddhist monks had led pogroms in 
the Muslim neighbourhood of Meiktila in 
central Myanmar, in which homes were 
burned and more than 40 people were 
killed. Most of these anti-Rohingya activities 
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Myanmar: Stop ethnic cleansing of the Rohingya
Labour movement must pressure governments to offer refuge and assistance
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were spearheaded by the fascistic Buddhist 
“969 Movement” led by Ashin Wirathu, 
which openly calls for the annihilation of 
ethnic minorities in Myanmar. It circulates 
pamphlets that are hate-filled incitements 
against Myanmar’s minorities in general and 
Muslims in particular.

Systematic oppression of the Rohingya, 
however, is not limited to the violence of 
fascistic Buddhist chauvinism. Parliament 
and government have passed a series of 
laws that effectively block intermarriage 
been Myanmar citizens and the stateless 
Rohingya, that outlaw religious conversions 
for all under 18 (and also require approval 
by local officials), and that allow local 
authorities to impose birth control on 
minorities. These barely disguised racist laws 
make the life of the Muslim minority even 
more intolerable. Clearly, the actions of the 
Buddhist street gangs, the military and the 
legislators, whatever their differences, have 
one common purpose: to drive the Rohingya 
out of Myanmar completely.

Radicalisation and resistance
Until the last year or two, there seemed 
to be little sign of radicalisation amongst 
Myanmar’s Muslims, despite their cruel 
oppression. But last October and November, 
an armed group that referred to itself as 
Harakah al-Yaqin (“Faith Movement” in 
Arabic) and now known as arsa began to 
carry out attacks against government forces.

According to a report from the 
International Crisis Group (icg), published 

in Time magazine last December: “On Oct. 
9, it launched predawn attacks on three 
border police bases, including an audacious 
assault on the headquarters, a key security 
installation. The headquarters was overrun in 
a complex attack involving several hundred 
assailants that included planting improvised 
explosive devices and setting an ambush on 
the approach road, delaying the arrival of 
army reinforcements, while the attackers 
looted the armoury. A further clash on Nov. 
12 killed a senior army officer. These actions 
represent the actions of a determined, well-
trained insurgency that will likely launch 
further attacks.”

Harakah al-Yaqin’s roots seem to lie 
amongst Rohingya émigrés in Saudi Arabia. 
Its spokesperson Ata Ullah has claimed 
in several videos that the group is leading 
operations in northern Rakhine, after having 
spent two years training hundreds of local 
recruits in guerrilla fighting techniques and 
the use of explosives. Doubtless, Rohingya 
refugee camps in Bangladesh could become 
fertile recruiting grounds. And very likely, 
it will build links to international jihadist 
organisations, if it has not already done so. 
However, according to icg it remains a local/
national insurgency against the Myanmar 
security forces, and has not thus far attacked 
civilians or non-Muslim religious targets. Its 
sole proclaimed goal is to secure the rights of 
the Rohingya as citizens within Burma.

In reality, armed self-defence and 
guerrilla tactics are a response to the actions 
of the Tatmadaw; but the force needed to 

liberate the Rohingya must lie with the 
workers and progressive anti-chauvinist 
youth of Myanmar, and indeed of the 
surrounding countries. It is plain that, even 
as a supposed democrat, Aung San Suu Kyi 
is a broken reed from whom nothing can 
be expected and in whom no trust can be 
placed. This will become clearer and clearer 
as her role as a puppet for the military 
becomes even more obvious, or when they 
cast her aside like a squeezed lemon, with all 
her credibility gone.

Internationally, socialists and the 
workers’ movement should demand an end 
to all economic and logistical support for 
the Myanmar military and its government. 
We should demand instead massive aid to 
the Rohingya refugees and their admission 
into various states, including Australia, the 
eu and the usa. We should give support to 
the Rohingya resistance, whilst remaining 
critical of an overall guerrilla strategy for 
liberation or any tactics that descend into 
communalism or religious bigotry.

We should call for all Myanmar troops 
and police to be withdrawn from Rakhine 
state and for the creation of democratic local 
militias of the inhabitants of all ethnicities, 
religions and languages, so that Rohingya 
can return to their lands and villages. Huge 
resources will be needed to undo the ruin 
wreaked by the army. Last, but not least, 
the Rohingya people need the free and 
unhindered right of self-determination

21st century socialism 
confronts 20th century coup
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embattled venezuelan president 
Nicolás Maduro is facing a months long 
attempt by opposition forces to overthrow his 
United Socialist Party (psuv) government. 
The opposition’s goal is to install a regime 
composed of representatives of the old 
Venezuelan oligarchs and landowners.

They have the declared support of 
Donald Trump and the series of right wing 
governments that have come to power in 
various Latin American countries. All accuse 
Maduro of being a dictator bent on crushing 
democracy.

But while in 2002 Hugo Chávez was 
able mobilise an enthusiastic majority of 
the urban workers and rural poor to crush 
a US-orchestrated coup by the same forces, 
15 years later Maduro can only rely on 
lukewarm and reduced support from the 
mass base of the Bolivarian movement.

The reasons for the psuv’s growing 
isolation is explained by the unfolding of 
the contradictions at the roots of the whole 
Bolivarian project, which has reached the 
brink of a vicious counterrevolution, and 
risks the destruction of the hard won gains 
of the last two decades.

Of course socialists and revolutionaries 
in Venezuela and worldwide should oppose 
the counterrevolutionary forces trying to 
overthrow Maduro and the psuv, despite 
all the disastrous errors and unjustified 
repressions they have committed. A victory 
for the misnamed Coalition for Democratic 
Unity (mud) will unleash a far greater attack 
on the social and democratic gains of the 
masses.

But such support against reaction 
should not mean support for the either the 
threadbare strategy of Chávez or the policies 
of Maduro.

Constituent Assembly
Maduro has attempted to outmanoeuvre 
the opposition by convening a Constituent 
Assembly, which has the power to overrule 
the National Assembly.

He hopes thereby to reclaim the 
“democratic” legitimacy lost to the mud after 
they won a big majority in the last Assembly 
elections. He is evoking the original 
Constituent Assemblies elected under 
Chavez, which enacted sweeping reforms 
that significantly shifted rights and political 
power towards Venezuela’s working class, 
rural poor and indigenous peoples.

However, by leaving the greater 
part of the economy in the hands of the 
Venezuelan and international capitalist 
class and leaving the bourgeois state intact, 
the possibility of a counterrevolution – 

‘legal’ and parliamentary, or military and 
dictatorial – remained. Indeed it became 
inevitable the moment a serious economic 
crisis undermined the basis of Chavismo – 
Venezuela’s oil wealth.

But while large numbers of urban 
workers and supporters of the regime 
participated in the Constituent Assembly 
election, the massive abstentionism and the 
conditions of political and social breakdown 
make this Assembly a pale imitation of 
previous incarnations.

Fundamentally it is an attempt by 
Maduro to overcome the effective dual power 
of an elected presidency, co-existing and 
competing with an opposition-dominated 
parliament, by summoning into existence a 
higher democratic body.

It is incapable of resolving the crisis in 
favour of the working class, since it is not 
representative of the popular masses, but 
in fact a tool of the nexus of government 
officials, psuv bureaucrats and the newly 
enriched bourgeois running “nationalised” 
enterprises.

The reality is that its purpose, far from 
deepening the gains of the Chavez era, is to 
give an after-the-event legal basis for the near 
total eradication of those gains, which began 
even during the later period of Chavez’s 
presidency, and which massively escalated 
under his chosen successor, Maduro. 

In fact, prolongation of the agony is 
exactly what Maduro intends, hoping the 
Assembly, which has voted itself a two-year 
mandate, will split his opposition between 
the hardliners pushing for the overthrow 
of his regime, and those elements of the 
democratically elected opposition among 
city and regional governors, who want to 
participate in forthcoming elections.

The Assembly was not elected in 
conditions of free debate and contested 
parties, but rather regroups those who are 
essentially committed to defending the 
Maduro-psuv regime. While it contains 
members critical of the government, it is 
not in fact a sovereign body, whose delegates 
command the loyalty of significant sectors 
of the urban working class and rural poor, 
and through that claim the mandate to 
make decisions which will be carried out. 
This Assembly can only carry out its decrees 
with the cooperation of the repressive state 
apparatus – the police, army and secret 
services – which, for now, remains loyal to 
Maduro and the psuv.

Counter-revolution
The opposition, having learned that a 
military coup, if it split the army as would 

still be likely, could still provoke the working 
class to block them in the streets, fear that 
unlike in 2002 this might even lead on to the 
total disintegration of the state’s apparatus of 
repression. Then a real dual power - not so 
different to February 1917 - would probably 
emerge. The Venezuelan bourgeoisie and 
their backers in Donald Trump’s White 
House are unwilling to risk this. Instead they 
have prepared for a “democratic” overthrow 
straight out of the cia’s Colour Revolution 
playbook. 

Uniting the disparate Venezuelan 
opposition around a “democratic” strategy 
did not come easily to venal right wing 
politicians, used to ruling as of right, treating 
the country and in particular its indigenous 
and mixed-race population as their serfs, 
and living parasitically off the proceeds of 
auctioning its natural resources and labour 
off to foreign imperialists.

But their unity was aided by the policy and 
structure of the Bolivarian revolution, which 
existed in an uneasy alliance with sections of 
capital that it refused to expropriate, hoping 
these “patriotic capitalists” could be won 
over if not ideologically, then materially by 
allowing them to share in the profits of the 
booming oil industry.

This “compromise” between different 
classes – typical of left populist or social-
democratic governments – was not bound 
to break down once the global crisis hit 
Venezuela. Once the oil revenue could 
not finance either the social programmes 
or the rake-off of the swollen Bolivarian 
bureaucracy, the regime aimed to maintain 
them by devaluing the currency and 
incurring greater and greater foreign debts.

Since 2013 the imf estimates, that the 
country’s cdp has shrunk by 35 per cent, a 
sharper contraction than the us-economy 
experienced between 1929 and 1933. Hunger 
has become a widespread phenomenon, not 
only or primarily as a result of food shortages, 
but because of speculation, hoarding and an 
expanding black market.

An overthrow of the government by the 
right wing would not only be a defeat for 
Maduro and his circle but, above all, for the 
Venezuelan masses. Like the Popular Front in 
Spain in 1936-39, or the Allende government 
in Chile in 1970-73, Maduro’s regime is a 
regime of crisis in the midst of a terrible 
economic decline, political chaos and the 
potential of inflamed class struggle. For the 
masses Maduro will either be overthrown by a 
pro-imperialist counter-revolution or he will 
have to be replaced by a workers’ government 
capable of expropriating the bourgeoisie and 
establishing a workers’ state

The crisis in Venezuela is the latest episode in the long death agony of the Bolivarian 
revolution. KD Tait looks at what can be done to stave off disaster
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for 800,000 dreamers the morning of 5 
September saw their American Dream turn 
into a nightmare. Donald Trump’s Attorney 
General Jeff Sessions announced the end 
of Barack Obama’s Deferred Action for 
Childhood Arrivals (DACA) programme.

Introduced in 2012, this allowed 
undocumented migrants under the age of 
16 to obtain residence and work permits 
lasting two years, extendable if the child is 
not convicted for a crime.

The child migrants are popularly known 
as Dreamers after the Development, Relief, 
and Education for Alien Minors (Dream) Act 
that created the DACA programme. As one 
might guess from this acronym, DACA has 
a good reputation among most Americans, 
who cannot understand why young children 
should be deported to countries with which 
they may have little or no connection.

Ending DACA had been the subject 
of debate within the White House. Paul 
Ryan, Republican Speaker of the House of 
Representatives, publicly urged Trump not 
to end DACA. His daughter Ivanka Trump 
and her husband Jared Kuchner also argued 
for its continuation, as did White House 
chief of staff John Kelly.

Trump’s crocodile tears 
As recently as April Trump stated in an 
interview with AP that these young people 
could “rest easy” since his anti-immigration 
policies were “not after the Dreamers, [but] 
after the criminals”.

He even put on a sickening show of a 
leader torn between his heart and his head: 
“The DACA situation is a very difficult thing 
for me, as I love these kids, I love kids. I have 
kids and grandkids, and I find it very, very 

hard doing what the law says exactly to do 
and, you know, the law is rough.”

In reality all he is conflicted about is 
whether to lose yet more popular support 
or risk his reputation with his reactionary 
social base, which expect him to stop all 
illegal immigrants from obtaining jobs that 
could otherwise be filled by Americans – 
despite the fact that US unemployment is at 
its lowest level since 2001.

Yet when Texas and nine other states 
threatened legal action if DACA were not 
rescinded by 8 September, Jeff Sessions, 
who has strong links to the alt-right himself, 
overrode these powerful voices in the 
President’s inner circle. He argued DACA 
was unconstitutional, that Obama had 
enacted it without support from Congress.

The final decision to terminate the 
programme rests with Congress, while a six-
month transitional period and a commission 
to work out a follow-up solution take effect.

Nevertheless, the right wing is reassured 
by the fact that, before the six-month 
deadline expires, investigations can be 
launched and that, if “accumulations of 
misdemeanors” can be found, then mass 
deportations can still be justified. Dreamers 
and their families remain in a state of acute 
anxiety and uncertainty.

Being thrust back into illegality is a bleak 
and difficult prospect. To lift their illegal 
status five years ago, Dreamers handed in a 
host of their details in confidence, which will 
make it easier for United States Immigration 
and Naturalization Service (INS) to track 
them down.

The protests on 5 September by Dreamers 
and their supporters are encouraging. Over 
the past decade, these young people, who 

came to the US as children, have built a 
political movement: speaking out, staging 
demonstrations, building alliances and 
putting pressure on lawmakers to grant them 
a legal foothold.

Emerging from the undocumented 
underground, in 2012 they wrested a victory 
from Barack Obama by protesting, lobbying 
and shaming him for his record of aggressive 
deportations. His two Administrations 
carried out 2.5 million deportations between 
2009 and 2015 – a record 419,384 in 2012 
alone. But he was forced to use his executive 
authority to create DACA.

Resistance
Now a truly mass campaign needs to be 
built starting with other migrant workers’ 
organisations, but reaching out to the trade 
unions, political organisations like the 
Democratic Socialists of America, Black 
Lives Matter, and the radical left.

Of course the campaign’s first objective 
should be to reverse the President’s decision 
on DACA. In this task no reliance can be 
placed on Republicans like Ryan or Ivanka 
Trump and Jared Kushner, let alone the 
Republican Congress. Nor can they rely on 
the Democrats.

They can only find help in powerful 
mass mobilisations on the street, civil 
disobedience, including mass withdrawals 
of labour, like the famous Day without 
Immigrants general strike in 2006, when 
the streets of America rang to the cry “Si, se 
puede” (the original “Yes, we can”). And we 
can do it again.

Our goals should be extended from 
keeping DACA to full citizenship rights for 
all undocumented immigrants. We must not 
let ourselves be divided along the lines of 
our different countries of origin. Americans 
born in the USA need to join the movement 
in force, rejecting Trump’s “nativism” and 
proclaiming the unity of working people.

Local action committees should be set up 
where we can organise democratically, plan 
joint actions and coordinate them nationally. 
These action committees should be seen as 
a starting point to bring together the many 
different campaigns against Trump, in order 
to unite the different axes of resistance. 
Democratic organisation and coordination 
at the grassroots can be the starting point for 
the development of an urgently needed third 
political force in US politics: a new working 
class party able to lead a real nationwide 
resistance
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American dream turns into a nightmare
Christian Gebhardt reports on the deportation of child migrants – Dreamers – 
from the United States
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the democratic socialists of America 
(dsa) grouping has witnessed astonishing 
growth over the past year, going from around 
5,500 members to 26,000. It now claims 
2,000 members in New York City alone. The 
dsa’s growth began with the Bernie Sanders 
campaign in 2015, thanks in part to Sanders’ 
self-designation as a “democratic socialist” 
and his call for a “political revolution”.

Though Sanders promoted an 
organisation called “Our Revolution” after 
his Presidential bid, it is careful not to 
appear as a party within a party; the “party” 
of course being the us Democrats. The dsa 
too declares that it is not a “party” but a 
distinct political organisation, albeit one that 
still votes for whoever it regards as the most 
“progressive” Democrat standing.

Origins
The dsa came into existence in 1982 
as a fusion of the Democratic Socialist 
Organizing Committee (dsoc) led by 
Michael Harrington (1928-89) and the New 
American Movement (nam), a 1970s “New 
Left” grouping.

Harrington’s aim was to reform the 
Democratic Party into a Scandinavian-style 
social democratic party, with the aid of the 
“left” wing of the Democrats, plus progressive 
trade union and civil rights leaders. The dsa 
was affiliated to the Socialist International, 
and advocated a us welfare state with public 
healthcare, education and housing. But the 
1980s and 1990s were unfruitful decades for 
social democracy. The dsa’s transformation 
strategy failed miserably.

The present surge of recruitment is the 
biggest success the dsa has experienced since 
its foundation, making it the biggest left-
wing organisation in the usa since Eugene V. 

Debs’ Socialist Party of America before the 
First World War, and the Communist Party 
in the 1930s.

Convention
Its biennial National Convention met 
in Chicago on 3-6 August, with more than 
1,000 in attendance, representing over 100 
local chapters. Most attendees were under 
35; two fifths were women; and one fifth were 
people of colour. This Convention clearly 
moved the organisation to the left.

It adopted a national priorities document 
that made the fight for a single-payer 
healthcare programme a national objective, 
and voted to leave the Socialist International, 
arguing that it had become an agent of 
neoliberalism and austerity. In addition, it 
voted to support Boycott, Divestment and 
Sanctions (bds) against the Israeli apartheid 
state.

The Convention also created a Labor 
Commission for trade unionists and a People 
of Color Caucus. However, a move to stand 
candidates independently of the Democrats 
was defeated by 60 per cent to 40.

The DSA has a solidly “democratic 
socialist” programme, in the style of classical 
European reformist social democracy. Its 
2016 programme, Resistance Rising: Socialist 
Strategy in the Age of Political Revolution, 
identifies its ultimate goal as the “radical 
democratization of all areas of life, not 
least of which is the economy”. It concludes 
that “Under democratic socialism, this 
authoritarian system would be replaced with 
economic democracy”.

However, how to reach this goal is hardly 
mentioned beyond elections and social 
campaigning by democratic movements; 
nor does this programme name the 

working class as the principal agent of social 
transformation. It remains to be seen whether 
its campaign for a public health service  
amounts to anything more than supporting 
the Bill that Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth 
Warren plan to introduce in Congress.

Last but not least, it does not advocate 
the creation of an independent party of the 
working class. However, the dsa does seem 
to have an open and reasonably democratic 
structure and a large number of radical 
youth, organised through its youth wing, 
the Young Democratic Socialists. Former 
members of various revolutionary socialist 
groups have joined it. It also has a plurality 
of platforms, represented at the Convention. 
One, named Momentum, is linked to the 
website and quarterly magazine Jacobin.

This trend does argue for “seeing workers 
as the central agents of winning change”, and 
for waging “struggles to win the short-term 
victories that empower people and lead 
them to demand more”. However, its politics 
are an eclectic mishmash that equivocate 
over electoral independence, arguing for 
pragmatic support for the Democrats. For 
good measure, Jacobin also praises the 
Communist Party of the late 1930s for its 
support for President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s 
“New Deal”.

Potential
If these variegated forces can combine active 
involvement in the ongoing struggles of the 
working class and the oppressed, and if at 
the same time there is a serious debate over 
the tactics and programme that they need to 
adopt to effect this, then the dsa could play a 
progressive role in reawakening socialist and 
working class politics in the dsa from a long 
slumber.

But this potential will be realised realised 
only it leads rapidly to a break from the 
Democrats by the us labour movement. The 
same also holds for the new movements of 
people of colour, undocumented migrants, 
women and youth. Otherwise, the important 
tribune of elections will be left in the hands 
of representatives of the enemies of the 
working class and the oppressed like the 
Clintons (and the various “little Clintons” at 
state and local level).

The local chapters of the dsa, plus militant 
trade union locals, the far left groups, and 
the fighting single issue campaigns need to 
use a unity built in the fight against  Donald 
Trump to make a giant leap forward: the 
creation of a mass party of labour that can 
overthrow the capitalist rulers of the dsa. 
And this, to borrow a phrase, would also be a 
giant leap for mankind
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The revival of the Democratic Socialists
Red Flag’s US supporters have witnessed the emergence of a new movement 
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last saturday 2 september a group of 
Red Flag comrades travelled to Keighley to 
counter-protest the English Defence League’s  
(edl) national demonstration. Over 300 
police had been bussed in including officers 
from Wales, Durham and Northumbria to 
protect just 60 edl members.

The march had originally planned to 
go to Bradford as well as Keighley, but days 
before the demo the press reported that the 
Bradford part of the rally was cancelled. The 
reason for the cancellation is unknown but 
could be due to the fact the date of the march 
coincided with both Eid and a Bradford City 
home game. This in addition to the increased 
antifascist activity in response to the murder 
of comrade Heather Heyer in Charlottesville, 
means the EDL may have realised taking their 

fascist message to 
Bradford would 
have brought out 
more opposition 
than they or 
the police could 
handle.

Around 
midday we arrived 
at the Unite Against 
Fascism (uaf) 
counter-protest at 
the War Memorial 
in Keighley town 
centre where 
roughly 100 
comrades were 

assembled. However, very quickly the police 
line around us tightened up and we realised 
we would be kettled if we stayed much longer.

We walked to Keighley Church Green 
where the edl planned to stage their rally. 
Lines of police surrounded the main demo 
area, which was empty on our arrival. A 
crowd had gathered just outside the police 
line, some were antifascists but most 
appeared to be locals interested to see what 
was going on.

When the edl eventually marched 
through there was some fighting but the 
reaction from locals was largely one of 
bemusement. We saw a shopkeeper walk 
outside to fasten the mesh barriers on his 
doors and windows, but once he saw how 

small the edl march was he went back inside 
to continue business as usual.

Ultimately, there were many problems 
with the main counter-protest organised 
by Unite Against Fascism. By allowing 
themselves to be kettled 150 metres away 
from the edl they failed to successfully 
voice an opposition. Instead, they chanted 
antifascist slogans at locals and even stood 
blocking the main road through Keighley 
at one point, which was not conducive to 
engaging local residents with an antifascist 
message.

The locals gathered at the Church Green 
police line, many of them curious teenagers, 
seemed like they may have been receptive 
to a coherent antifascist message if one had 
been presented. Instead, they chatted to the 
police officers who explained the importance 
of “freedom of political expression”.

I feel the event could have been an 
opportunity for those in the labour movement 
to voice a clear opposition to theedl. In the 
absence of this, it seemed like local residents 
identified more with the friendly officers 
who kept order, rather than the angry uaf 
demo that blocked the main road. It is 
important that we organise through Labour 
and Momentum branches to emphasise an 
explicitly socialist and labour movement-
oriented opposition to fascism, rather than 
allowing such activities to be co-opted by 
swp fronts with unproductive tactics

ROB SCHOFIELD, WAKEFIELD
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Police wrap fascists in cotton wool

the english defence league have targeted 
several West Yorkshire towns in recent years 
– Leeds, Wakefield, Morley, Bradford – 
focusing on areas with Muslim populations 
and high levels of poverty.

Their objective being to divide the 
working class in the simplest way possible – 
by race.

They’ve been encouraged by the Brexit 
vote, by our right wing government, and by 
Trump’s success and the White Supremacists’ 
murderous activities in the usa. However, 
wherever they’ve tried to rally lately in uk, 
they’ve been met by anti-fascist rallies and 
overwhelming numbers of  local working 
people, who won’t swallow their poison.

The edl were out in West Yorkshire on 
Saturday 2 September. Their original plan 
had been to demonstrate in both Keighley 
and Bradford but in the event the police 
denied them the Bradford demo for various 
reasons.

We arrived with a few score antifascists 
in Keighley about 11am as edl had given 

12 noon for their demonstration. About 
150 activists from Unite Against Fascism 
gathered in the Town Hall square. They 
carried many trade union banners and 
chanted anti-fascist and anti-racist slogans. 
The protesters also took to the streets, where 
they were eventually trapped in a police 
kettle.

By casting around and inquiring of anti-
fascists in the town, we found that the police 
had designated the green by the church as 
the area for the edl rally. After some time 
the edl marched from the station, under 
police escort of course, with their St George 
flags and gathered on the green. About 20 
Nazi hooligans, perhaps, it was hard to see. 
The police outnumbered everyone with three 
cordons around the green: a not-so-thin blue 
line.

A crowd of hostile locals and many anti-
fascists from various groups gathered outside 
the police cordons to hurl abuse and drown 
out any racist drivel that might emanate from 
the inside.

As we couldn’t hear the edl speeches and 
could hardly see them, it was a rather boring 
and uneventful day. But once again the EDL 
were confronted and contained in West 
Yorkshire

MIKE OWERSBY, LEEDS

The latest English Defence League demonstration was a token effort by all sides
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